
  

 

 
 

 

USER INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL  



  

Unpacking: Thank you for purchasing the AZTEC BEAM SHARPY 200 
Watt by AZTECELECTRONIC®. Every AZTEC BEAM SHARPY 200 Watt
has been thoroughly tested and has been shipped in perfect operating 
condition. Carefully check the shipping carton for damage that may have 
occurred during shipping. If the carton appears to be damaged, carefully 
inspect your fixture for any damage and be sure all accessories necessary to 
operate the unit has arrived intact. In the case damage has been found or 
parts are missing, please contact our toll free customer support number for 
further instructions. Do not return this unit to your dealer without first 
contacting customer support.  

Introduction: The AZTEC BEAM SHARPY 200 Watt is part of 
AZTEC-ELECTRONIC’’s continuing pursuit for creating high quality 
affordable intelligent fixtures. The Beam Sharpy 200 is a DMX intelligent 
Moving Head Beam Effects Lights. This Beam Sharpy 200 is light weight and 
compact which makes it a great piece for mobile DJ’s, clubs, theater, stage 
and many other applications. The Beam 200 Sharpy has 4 operating modes; 
sound-active, auto mode, Manual mode, or controlled via DMX controller. It 
can be used as a stand alone unit or in a master-slave configuration.  

Customer Support: AZTEC-ELECTRONICS provides a toll free customer 
support line, to provide set up help and to answer any question should you 
encounter problems during your set up or initial operation. You may also visit 
us on the web at www.aztec-electronics.com for any comments or 
suggestions. Service Hours are Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00  
p.m. Pacific Standard Time. E-mail: 
support@aztec-electronic.com  

Warning! To prevent or reduce the risk of electrical shock or fire, do not 
expose this unit to rain or moisture.  

Caution! There are no user serviceable parts inside this unit. Do not attempt 
any repairs yourself, doing so will void your manufactures warranty. In the 
unlikely event your unit may require service please contact AZTEC-
ELECTRONIC DEALER / DISTRIBUTOR.  

PLEASE recycle the shipping carton when ever possible.  



  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Bulb Replacement / Gobo Adjustment 



  



 

 

 

 

  

Figure 16. Periodical Cleaning 



Periodical cleaning - Fig. 16 

To ensure optimal operation and performance for a long time it is essential to periodically clean the parts 

subject to dust and grease deposits. The frequency with which the following operations are to be carried 

out depends on various factors, such as the amount of the effects and the quality of the working 

environment (air humidity, presence of dust, salinity, etc.). 

Use a soft cloth dampened with any detergent liquid for cleaning glass to remove the dirt from the 

reflectors and filters. 

It is recommended that the projector undergoes an annual service by a qualified technician for special 

maintenance involving at least the following operations: 

• General cleaning of internal parts. 

• Restoring lubrication of all parts subject to friction, using lubricants specifically supplied by AZTEC. 

• General visual check of the internal components, cabling, mechanical parts, etc. 

• Electrical, photometric and functional checks; eventual repairs. 

 

 
  



 
IMPORTANT: Grasp the modules using the support structure and not the details which could get 
damaged. 
Insertion of the effect modules: Repeat the operations indicated in Fig. 17 
and 18 in reverse order.  



 

  



Technical parameters: 
   Lamp Optional Model..  

� Channel mode: 16，or 20CH 

�  Level scanning: 540 ° (16bit precision scan) electronic error correction 
� Vertical scanning: 250 ° (16bit precision scan) electronic error correction 
� Color Wheel: 14 colors with white, with rotating rainbow effect. 
� Gobo Wheel: 17 gobos with rotating gradually change effect and pattern swing effect. 
� Shut: up to 13 times per second with automatic pulse effect. 
�  Dimmer: 0-100% linear dimmer 
� Focus: 5 meters to infinity 
� Prism: 3 or 8 can be choosed 
� Frost: 0% - 100% linear frost  
� Control table reset function. 
�  Control table switch bubble function (Switch on or off bulb can choose when with power. 

light half-power function 
� Power supply: AC110V-240V, 50 / 60HZ, 

The light body size: 360X410X500 
WT:20KG 

 
Signal connection: 

The connection of lights and the connection of light and controller must used two core shielding wire with its 
diameter not less than 0.5 mm. We should pay special attention that the connection of three core of XLR plugs 
and socket cannot contact with inner shell and between core and core also cannot contact. 

When use XLR-XLR control line, connect the DMX outlet of controller with the DMX input of the first machine, 
and connect the DMX outlet of the first machine with DMX input the second machine. Repeating the process until 
all machines connected. At last connect the loop plug with the last lamp’s signal output the connection of 
controller mode is completed. 

This menu of control display board specifically designs for the various types of moving light equipped with 
various function control mode, operate easy. For some operation that some type of light without it is invalid 
corresponding menu options setting. 
  



 
Menu Operation of Moving Head Light: 

There are several features are offered in the base of control panel. Such as setting the DMX address, switch 
on or off the bulb, run the program and the selection of work mode. 
Menu operation: 
It provides various functions on the base of the control panel. Such as setting DMX address, switch the bulb, test 
program running, work mode selection and so on 
 
DMX 
ADDRESS 

1--512 
 

PARAMRTER 

BACK  

CONTROL 
STANDARD 
EXTENDED 
SIMPLFY 

MODELS B200  

OPTION 

BACK  

X REVERES 
No 
Yes 

Y REVERES 
No 
Yes 

XY OPTOCOUPLER 
No 
Yes 

LAMP CONTROL 
close 
open 

LAMP ON-OFF 
close 
open 

TURN SHORTEST 
No 
Yes 

COLOUR HALF 
No 
Yes 

BISPLAY 
BACK  

LANGUAGE 
English 中文 

MAIN 
CONTROL 

BACK  
CH1 0-255 

 

CH2 0-255 

---------- 
CH32 

 
0-255 

 
CH2 0-255 
----------  

TEST 
OPERATION 

BACK  
SOUND  
AUTO  

RESUME 
BEFAULT 

BACK  
ENTRE  

RESET 
BACK  
ENTER  

 

  



 
 
 
DMX512 (16/20 Channel) 

No DMX Value Feature 

1 Color wheel Color wheel 

0~6：White→7~13：Color 1→14~20：Color 

2→21~27：Color 3→28~34：Color 4→35~41：Color 

5→42~48：Color 6→49~55：Color 7→56~62：Color 

8→63~69：Color 9→70~76：Color 10→77~83：Color 

11→84~90：Color 12→91~97：Color 13→98~104：
Color 14→105~110：halftone 1→111~116：halftone 

2→117~122：halftone 3→123~128：halftone 

4→129~134：halftone 5→135~140：halftone 

6→141~146：halftone 7→147~152：halftone 

8→153~158：halftone 9→159~164：halftone 

10→165~170：halftone 11→171~176：halftone 

12→177~182：halftone 13→183~188：halftone 

14→189~191：White；192~223：Color wheel 

anti-clockwise rotaion,from fast to slow ,rainbow 

effect .224~255：Color wheel clockwise rotation,from 

slow to fast,rainbow effect. 

2 STOP/STROBE 
STOP 

/STROBE 

0~2 No function.3~7 Open.8~127 Strobe,from slow 

to fast.128~251 Random strobe,from slow to 

fast.252~255Open 

3 Dimmer Dimmer 0~255 Prism Rotation 

4 
STATIC GOBO 

CHANGE 

STATIC 

GOBO 

CHANGE 

0~4：White→5~9：Gobo 2→10~14：Gobo 3→15~19：
Gobo 4→20~24：Gobo 5→25~29：Gobo 6→30~34：
Gobo 7→35~39：Gobo 8→40~44：Gobo 9→45~49：
Gobo 10→50~54：Gobo 11→55~59：Gobo 

12→60~64：Gobo 13→65~69：Gobo 14→ 70~74：
Gobo 15→75~79：Gobo 16→80~84：Gobo 

17→85~89： from Gobo 17 to White shaking in turn；
192~223：Gobo wheel anticlockwise rotation,from 

fast to slow, flow effect；224~255：Gobo wheel 

clockwise rotation,from fast to slow, flow effect； 

5 Prism INSERTION 
Prism 

INSERTION 
0~255Prism 

6 Prism Rotation Prism Rotation 
0~95 anticlockwise rotation,from fast to slow 

160~255 clockwise rotation,from slow to fast 

7  EFFECTS 

MOVEMENT 

EFFECTS 

MOVEMENT 
EFFECTS MOVEMENT 

8 FROST FROST 

０－１２７ no frost １２８－２５５ frost 

9 FOCUS FOCUS ０－２５５ line focus 

10 Pan Pan 0~255 pan movement 

  

DMX STRUCTURE 



 

 

 

 

11 
Fine pan 

movement 

Fine pan 

movement 
0~255 16-bit pan movement 

12 Tilt Tilt 0~255tilt movement 

13 
Fine Tilt 

movement 

Fine Tilt 

movement 
0~255 16-bit tilt movement 

14 FUNCTION FUNCTION  

15 RESET RESET  

16 

LAMP CONTROL 

(with Option 

"Lamp Dmx" ON) 

LAMP 

CONTROL 

(with Option 

"Lamp Dmx" 

ON) 

60-62 Control table close bulb 

255 Control table open bulb 

17  
PAN - TILT 

TIME 
Speed from fast to slow 

18  
COLOUR 

TIME 
Speed from fast to slow 

19  BEAM TIME Speed from fast to slow 

20  GOBO TIME Speed from fast to slow 

 

  

DMX STRUCTURE (Cont.) 



 
  



 



 



 
 


